
abyss brezno a very deep wide space or hole that seems to have no 
bottom

accelerator pedalo za plin the pedal in a motor car used for increasing speed
accentuate poudariti to emphasize sth or make it more noticeable
ajar priprto slightly open
ale pivo a type of beer, usually sold in bottles or cans. There are

several kinds of ale
antecedent predhodnost previous to
arc lok part of the circumference of a circle of a curved line
aspire Prizadevati si to have a strong desire to achieve or to become sth
awning Platnena streha a sheet of fabric that stretches out from above a door or

window to keep off the sun or rain
banner prapor zastava, a flag
barnyard kmečko dvorišče an area on a farm that is surrounded by farm buildings
beget povzročiti to make sth happen
benediction Blagoslov a Christian prayer of BLESSING
bid ponujati make an offer of money at an auction
blot umazati mark caused by ink spilt on paper
brittle Krhek hard but easily broken
broil pražiti to cook, to grill
chafe razburiti to feel annoyed and impatient about sth, especially 

because it limits what you can do
chiefly glavno not completely, but as a most important part
clipping izrezati cut with scissors or shears
combustion izgorevanje process of burning
conceit Domišljati si too much pride in yourself and what you do
conduct Organizirati to organize and/or do a particular activity
confer Posvetovati se (with sb) (on / about sth) to discuss sth with sb, 

especially in order to exchange opinions or get advice
consent Privoliti permission to do sth, especially given by sb in 

authority
contemptuous Prezirljiv (of sb/sth) feeling or showing that you have no respect 

for sb/sth
convey Sporočiti communicate
cordial Vljuden pleasant and friendly
cornice napušč horizontal strtip of carved wood or stone along an 

outside wall
craze Norost an enthusiastic interest in sth that is shared by many 

people but that usually does not last very long; a thing 
that people have a craze for

crimson Škrlaten dark red in colour
croon Brundati to sing sth quietly and gently
cuff manšeta used for fastening  
debauch živeti razuzdano intemperance and indulgence in sensual pleasures
defiance Upor open refusal to obey sb/sth
deft Spreten skilful and quick
desolate Zapuščen, 

osamljen
very lonely and unhappy

dilatory Počasen not acting quickly enough; causing delay



din Hrup a loud, unpleasant noise that lasts for a long time
dip spustiti put lower
disarray nered disorder
dismay Obup, žalost a worried, sad feeling after you have received an 

unpleasant surprise
dispense Razdeliti to give out sth to people
drizzle Pršeti light fine rain
effeminate pomehkužen (disapproving) (of a man or a boy) looking, behaving 

or sounding like a woman or a girl
elation Navdušenost a feeling of great happiness and excitement
elusive Izmikajoč se difficult to find, define, or achieve
epigram Epigram a short poem or phrase that expresses an idea in a 

clever or amusing way
expostulate protestirati make a friendly protest
exulting Vesel, 

zmagoslaven
to feel and show that you are very excited and happy 
because of sth that has happened

fabric struktura framework or structure
flinch trzniti to make a sudden movement with your face or body as 

a result of pain, fear, surprise, etc
flurry Razburjenje an occasion when there is a lot of activity, interest, 

excitement, etc. within a short period of time
foliage listje all the leaves of a tree or a plant
forlorn Zapuščen, 

zgubljen
appearing lonely and unhappy

fright Strah an experience that makes you feel fear
gaudy Kičast too brightly coloured in a way that lacks taste
gibber žlobudrati talk fast or make meaningless sounds
glint Svetlikati se to produce small bright flashes of light
grail Gral a thing that you try very hard to find or achieve, but 

never will
gravel Pesek small stones, often used to make the surface of paths 

and roads
grope tipati feel about as one does in the dark
hawthorn Glog a prickly bush or small tree with white or pink flowers 

and small dark red berries called haws
hearse Mrtvaški voz a long vehicle used for carrying the coffin at a funeral
hitherto doslej till now
hue Odtenek a type of belief or opinion
imperceptible Neopazen very small and therefore unable to be seen or felt
incredulous Nezaupljiv, 

skeptičen
not willing or not able to believe sth; showing an 
inability to believe sth

indiscernible Neopazen that cannot be seen, heard or understood
inquest Raziskava a discussion about sth that has failed
insignia Znak, značka the symbol, BADGE or sign that shows sb's rank or 

that they are a member of a group or an organization
intermittent V presledkih stopping and starting often over a period of time, but 

not regularly
inviolate neoskrunjen that has been, or must be, respected and cannot be 

attacked or destroyed



jut Štrleti to stick out further than the surrounding surface, 
objects, etc.; to make sth stick out

lethargy Letargičnost the state of not having any energy or enthusiasm for 
doing things

leverage vplivnost the ability to influence what people do
levity Neresnost behaviour that shows a lack of respect for sth serious 

and that treats it in an amusing way
loiter Postavati hang around
lull Umiriti 1. a quiet period between times of activity; 2. to make 

sb relaxed and calm
lump Kepa, gruda a piece of sth hard or solid, usually without a particular

shape
magnanimous plemenit having, showing generosity
majestic Veličasten impressive because of size or beauty
malevolent Škodljiv, 

hudoben
having or showing a desire to harm other people

molar kočnik one of the teeth used for grinding food
murky temačen dark and unpleasant because of smoke, FOG, etc
muster zbrati call, collect or gather together
musty zatohel smelling damp and unpleasant because of a lack of 

fresh air
outlet izhod exit
pap Trač books, magazines, television programmes, etc. that 

have no real value
partake Sodelovati to take part in an activity
peninsula polotok area of land almost surrounded by water
perturb Zmotiti alarm
pervade Prežeti to spread through and be noticeable in every part of sth
poise samozavest a calm and confident manner with control of your 

feelings or behaviour
Privy
adjective 
(formal) 

Deležen 
(skrivnosti)

to sth allowed to know about sth secret

prodigal Ekstravaganten extravagant
proximity Bližina (of sb/sth) (to sb/sth) (formal) the state of being near 

sb/sth in distance or time
pungent Jedek, oster direct and having a strong effect
putter Postopati to make a repeated low sound as it moves slowly
quiver Tresti tremble
receptacle posoda container or holder in which things may be put away 

safely or out of sight
render Povzročiti to cause sb/sth to be in a particular state or condition
riff reža špranja, a crack
rigid Tog very strict and difficult to change
rind Olupek the thick outer skin of some types of fruit
rivulet Curek a very small river; a small stream of water or other 

liquid
romp divjati play about, esp. running, jumping  and being rather 

rough



rout Popolnoma 
uničiti

a situation in which sb is defeated easily and 
completely in a battle or competition

saunter Pohajkovati to walk in a slow relaxed way
savoury Okusen having a pleasant taste or smell
scanty Komaj zadosten too little in size or amount for what is needed
scrutinize natančno 

opazovati
to make a detailed examination

shrub grm a large plant that is smaller than a tree and that has 
several stems of wood coming from the ground

simultaneously hkrati obenem, happening or done at the same time
sinister Zlovešč seeming evil or dangerous; making you think sth bad 

will happen
sob kričevito jokati draw in the breath sharply and irregulary esp. while 

crying
spat nizka moška 

gamaša
cover worn over the upper part of a shoe and  round the
ankle

spire Koničast vrh a tall pointed structure on the top of a building, 
especially a church

sporadic Naključen happening only occasionally or at intervals that are not 
regular

stagnant mirujoč still and stale
steepl cerkveni stolp high tower with a spire rising above the roof of a 

church
sturdy Čvrst robust
substantial Precejšen large in amount or value; important
supercilious Nadut behaving towards other people as if you think you are 

better than they are
suppress Potlačiti to prevent yourself from having or expressing a feeling

or an emotion
surmise domneva guess, conjecture
swank Šopiriti se to behave in way that is too proud or confident
swath Kos, trak nečesa a large strip or area of sth
swindler slepar, goljuf a pearson who gets money by cheating
tangible stvaren that can be clearly seen to exist
tantalize Dražiti to make a person or an animal want sth that they 

cannot have or do
thud Bobnenje a sound like the one which is made when a heavy 

object hits sth else
tilt nagniti, prevesiti come into a sloping positon
totter Opotekati se to be weak and seem likely to fall
tread Stopiti to put your foot down while you are stepping or 

walking
tumultuous hrupen noisy and violent
turgid dolgočasen pompous, full of high-sounding words
unobtrusively Neopazno (formal, often approving) not attracting unnecessary 

attention
venture Upati si to go somewhere even though you know that it might 

be dangerous or unpleasant
vestibul preddverje lobby or entrance hall to a building



vestige ostanek a small part of sth that still exists after the rest of it has 
stopped existing

vigil Bedenje, nočna 
straža

a period of time when people stay awake, especially at 
night, in order to watch a sick person, say prayers, 
protest, etc

villainous malovreden,pode
l

characteristic of an evil

vista Razgled, 
perspektiva

1. a beautiful view, for example, of the countryside, a 
city, etc.; 2. a range of things that might happen in the 
future

wad Šop, zvitek a thick pile of pieces of paper, paper money, etc. 
folded or rolled together

wailing Tarnanje a long loud high cry, especially because you are sad or 
in pain

wince trzniti show bodily or mental distress by a sharp movement or
by loss of composure

wreath Venec, venčast 
krog

a circle of smoke, cloud, etc


